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Convenient to use Simple
to work Changelog:

v1.1.2 : *Fixes the close
menu button in the

preferences window.
v1.1.1 : *Fixes the
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refresh rate in the
preferences window. v1.1
: *Edit the features and

monitor the various
settings. *Fixes the file
loading error on 32-bit
versions of Windows
Vista and Windows 7.

*Fixes rendering errors
on some systems with

GTK+ theme. *Fixes the
popup windows that
block access to the
platform in many
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versions of Windows
Vista and Windows 7.
v1.0.5 : *Added a new
option -W to choose an

off-screen rendering
mode to be used when
the active window is

moved. *Improvements
in DPI scaling of the main

window. *Better alpha
controls in the

preferences window.
*The "close file" popup

window no longer flickers
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for.PNG files. *All the
frames in the preview

window are now indexed
from 1 to 25. The frames
are indexed from 1 to 25
on right click on preview
window as well. *Added

new options "Scale
Image On Cropping" and

"Scale Image On
Zooming" to configure

new options "Scale
Image On Zooming".

*Add a new frame toggle
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button in the "Add
Frame" dialog. *The

preview window's frames
are now indexed from 1
to 25. The frames are

indexed from 1 to 25 on
right click on preview
window as well. *The
window's resizable

frames are now
configurable through the
option "Resize Frames".

*The images in the
preview window are now
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indexed from 1 to 25.
The images are now

indexed from 1 to 25 on
right click on preview

window as well. *Added
option "Detect Pixels" in
the "Pixel Detect Mode"
section to configure this

mode. *Added new
"Detect New Pixels" that

toggle the pixels on
scrollbars. *The right

click menu now shows an
option "Copy Image"
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instead of "Copy Frame".
*Added error dialog for
system crashes. *Fixes
the "Select a Frame"
dialog. The "Select a

Frame" dialog now shows
the index of the frame
selected as well. *The

default format is now the
PNG format instead of

JPG format to fix an
annoying error on

Windows 8. *Added a
new button to "All Files"
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to choose

Multi Viewer PC/Windows

Simple and fast multi-
viewer. Multi Viewer
offers the user high
quality multi view

support to preview and
share images with
friends and family.
Version 11.5.2 Fully

supports Intel Software
Guard Extensions (Intel
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SGX) Full OpenMP
support Full double-

buffer support Hardware
acceleration (if

supported) Software
Upgrade Installation.

Download for free, unzip
the package, double click
on "sf_115027.exe" and
follow the instructions.
Cleaning the cache: To
remove Temporary and
Isolated files, please run
the following command
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in CMD: (You can also set
configuration options in

the C:\Program Files\Nero
System Files sf_115027\S
ysFiles\SFConfig folder,

see "How to modify
settings in SFConfig"

below) The main
advantage of this

method is that it is
effective in the off-line
mode of Multi Viewer.

During the operation, you
will notice in the status
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bar in Multi Viewer,
"Clean up cache on exit"

and a progress dialog
with a tick mark

indicator. How to modify
settings in SFConfig

folder The settings for
configuring this software

can be found in the
SFConfig folder. Open the
"config.ini" file, located in

the SysFiles\SFConfig
folder. Multi Viewer now

automatically
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compresses jpg files
when saving them for the

web (getzjpeg), which
significantly reduces file

size and quickens
downloads. This is useful

for a quick preview
before uploading files.
Vertical and horizontal
stretching of images,
crop, and rotation of

images in Windows Vista
and later can be enabled
directly in the multi view
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window. Multi Viewer can
now handle very long

filenames. At the time of
the last update, it

supported filenames up
to 255 characters, but

the length limitation has
been removed, and the
Multi Viewer interface
can now be used to

handle filenames of any
length. If the order of
preview windows is

changed, those that have
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been dragged to the
lower window are no

longer displayed in the
top, as was the case

previously. NOTE: The
time and date stamp can

be disabled while
previewing. Double-Click

to zoom: By default,
pressing the mouse

button twice will zoom in
on the image. (Same as
on Windows Explorer).
The user can see the
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image data in a bitmap
window to b7e8fdf5c8
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Multi Viewer [Win/Mac]

1. Get two pictures at the
same time! Multi Viewer
is used for displaying two
pictures at the same
time. - Choose a picture
from the left, - choose a
picture from the right 2.
Use the PIP tool to pan
the picture. Drag the
cursor over the picture
and click 3. Highlight a
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window, and press
Shift+Space. If the
picture is selected, the
keyboard window will be
highlighted. - Move the
picture in the way you
want to see it. 4. Preview
the picture. You can
preview the image by
pressing the Spacebar. 5.
Save the picture to the
TIFF or JPG format. -
Open the Save dialog. -
Choose TIFF or JPG and
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save the picture. 6. Crop
the picture. You can crop
the picture by moving
the two borders of the
window. - Open the Crop
dialog. - Choose the
dimension of the picture
you want to resize. - Use
the Sliders to adjust the
top, bottom, right and
left sides of the window.
If the picture is selected,
the adjustment will affect
the picture's size. Multi
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Viewer Bugs/Issues: - The
SCN_UPDATEUI message
is not sent when the
window is resized. -
There are a lot of bug,
which if you have the
time and patience, you
can try to solve on your
own. - Anaglyph mode. -
Pressing spacebar for
preview doesn't work in
anaglyph mode - There is
no way to add a click
delay to preview - Picture
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in JPG format ignores the
setting of the left and
right borders - It doesn't
work properly when
screen resolution is set to
more than 1280 pixels
wide and/or tall (10"
display) - The "Crop"
button should be greyed
out when the selection is
not shown Multi Viewer
Requirements: OS:
Windows XP/2000/NT/98
MultiViewer.exe
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MultiViewer1.1.exe
PhotoProjector2.0.dll
AutoPrint.dll
PhotoProjectorEasy.dll
PhotoProjectorPlus.dll
PhotoProjector2.1.dll
PhotoProjector2.3.dll
PhotoProjector2.6.dll
PhotoProjector2.9.dll
PhotoProjector2

What's New In?

------------------------------
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Multi Viewer is a
lightweight utility that
allows you to view and
select images, browse
the entire file system,
preview, organize and
share your digital
images. A fast and easy
to use utility. You can
use the file browser to
browse your entire file
system, preview,
organize and share your
digital images. You can
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select one or many files
and arrange them into a
window that can be
moved, resized and
rotated. If you select a
preview window, it will
automatically adjust the
window size, so that you
can see all of your image
files at a glance. To view
the images, just position
the mouse pointer on the
image you want to see
and click. If you select a
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preview window, it will
automatically adjust the
window size, so that you
can see all of your image
files at a glance. You can
use the preview window
to select and move the
images in your file
system as you like. To
view the images, just
position the mouse
pointer on the image you
want to see and click.
You can select one or
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more files and arrange
them into a window that
can be moved, resized
and rotated. You can
select one or many
images and have them
added to one or more
archive files. You can
select one or many
images and have them
added to one or more
archive files. You can
select the desired image
types and export them to
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the formats you wish, if
you do not want to save
your images. Multi
Viewer Description:
------------------------------
Multiviewer is a handy
tool that can help you
display and select
several images in your
computer's file system,
in a quick and easy
manner. A handy tool
that can help you display
and select several
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images in your
computer's file system,
in a quick and easy
manner. Multi Viewer
Description:
------------------------------
Multiviewer is a handy
tool that can help you
display and select
several images in your
computer's file system,
in a quick and easy
manner. A handy tool
that can help you display
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and select several
images in your
computer's file system,
in a quick and easy
manner. pViewer2 View
multiple images as a
large image or an image
gallery Multi Viewer
Description:
------------------------------
Multi Viewer is a
simplistic tool whose sole
goal is to display image
files with the BMP, PNG,
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TIF or JPG format. It can
be seamlessly handled
by all types of users,
regardless of their skill
level
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System Requirements For Multi Viewer:

Minimum: OS: Windows
XP, Vista, 7 (32bit or
64bit) Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo E6750
(2.66GHz) or AMD
Phenom X3 Memory: 1GB
RAM Video: DirectX
9-compliant video card
with 1GB RAM, 1024MB
VRAM Network:
Broadband Internet
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connection Hard Drive:
50GB free space
Graphics: 512MB
dedicated video RAM
Sound: DirectX-compliant
sound card, 5.1 or
greater DirectX: DirectX
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